
Fast Coffee. Fresh idea.
Forget upfront machine costs!
Let us supply the machine then you simply pay us 
back over your future orders. 

As the UK leader in supplying Church and Hospitality 
venues, we help everyone enjoy great coffee for less. 
We supply the competitively priced machine at the 
start and help spread the cost over several months 
with no extra costs or fees!

Roasting incredible Fairly Traded Coffee for refreshing Christian Hospitality.
www.distributioncoffee.co.uk | 01202 300834 | james@distributioncoffee.co.uk

We offer personalised quotes to get you the best value for your needs (for example 
if your buying several machines or bulk buying, unit costs will be lower). 

Here is a typical church example for 1 Bravilor Bonamat Machine (pictured) spread 
over 6 months payback:
 
● Competitively priced machine at £199 (RRP £293+vat):  only £33.17/month
● Order 2 Coffee Boxes/month at discounted rate of only £35.99/box (normal box RRP £39.99)
● Total each month is only: £105.15
 

That’s an incredible saving and per cup works out as an affordable...
For the first 6 months only = 7p/cup

After 6 months this reduces = 4.7p/cup



What is The Fast Filter Coffee machine?

This machine offer’s a range of really convenient 
features that makes delicious, high quality 
coffee in just 5 minutes flat!

Delivering all round great functions. It packs 
quality design, incredible value and long term 
reliability into one impressive machine.

It’s fast.
The Bravilor Novo is the fast filter coffee machine which deliver 1.7 
litres of delicious filter coffee in just 5 minutes. That's 144 cups an 
hour!

No Fuss approach.
There’s one on/off button and the simple manual fill & filter process 
means no mess and consistent coffee. We supply ready portioned 60g 
bags and filters so it’s quick and easy to make fresh coffee.

Easy to clean and maintain.
Dishwasher safe parts means quick cleaning and maintenance is a dream by using a 
descaling solution, you just run a brew like normal and rinse through.   

Lower costs mean better value.
We pay for the machine upfront, you just pay us back over time, so you benefit from the 
lowest purchasing cost and maximum value.

Reliable and long lasting machines.
Built to really last, these strong machines stand the test of time. Bravilor make brilliant 
filter machines that last years and years. They are the Henry Hoover equivalents of the 
coffee world! They also come with 12 month manufacturer warranty for quality assurance. 

The most adaptable and portable we know!
Plug in any normal UK 3-pin socket and simply fill the jug with water. It’s perfect for moving 
from room to room or if your a church renting a space and need to pack away each week.

Get a quick quote and order yours from James today...

www.distributioncoffee.co.uk | 01202 300834 | james@distributioncoffee.co.uk

Weighs only 7kg | 24 cup holding capacity | 230v power | No plumbing required!
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